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Need for Assessment:

On February 19, 2015 Forest Service, through the Santa Rosa Ranger District of 
Nevada, sent a scoping letter to the public referencing a proposal to remove 1,200 
unauthorized domestic horses in a cooperative effort to be engaged with the Fort 
McDermitt Pauite-Shoshine Tribe. The project area is to span approximately 760,000 
acres of Tribal land, US Forest Service (USFS) administered territory and lands under 
the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). The BLM land in the 
proposed area is located in the Vale district of Oregon and the Wimmemucca district of 
Nevada.

The scoping letter outlines increasing incidents of range degradation and strained 
relationships with tribal and federal authorities citing the need for a cooperative effort.
However at this juncture the Santa Rosa Ranger District of USFS has made a 
preliminary assessment that this project will be categorically excluded from an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or an Environmental Assessment (EA) saying 
that the project is “minor and short term” in impacts to FS lands.

The proposed action estimates three or four removal operations would be undertaken 
beginning in August of 2015. Each operation would remove approximately 500 horses 
from the proposed area.

All documents associated with this operation address removal of horses, but not 
ongoing issues of trespass of tribal horses onto federal land.

Comments were requested within 30 days of the scoping notice. Scheduling issues with 
FS/BLM created a delay in providing appropriate evaluation of proposed criteria for 
determining differences between wild and domestic horses during operation.

             2013 McDermitt horses at the Fallon livestock Auction (kill buyer auction)
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                      Horses on Forest Service Administered land in project area

Background

In 2013 an agreement was entered into by Forest Service and the Tribe. In August of 
2013 a removal of 486 horses were removed from the proposed project area. Forest 
Service had announced prior to the operation that it had been cancelled. Yet the 
operation commenced under a flurry of legal actions from American Wild Horse 
Preservation Campaign (AWHPC) and Wild Horse Education (WHE). (WA Times article: 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/aug/8/wild-horse-roundup-is-canceled-
amid-outrage/?utm_source%3DRSS_Feed%26utm_medium%3DRSS additional piece 
in the LA Times http://www.latimes.com/nation/nationnow/la-na-nn-wild-horse-
roundup-20130815-story.html)

470 of the horses were taken to a livestock auction as multiple legal challenges were 
made. (To view a report by AWHPC about the slaughter auction effort see link: http://
wildhorsepreservation.org/media/august-17-2013-auction-ft-mcdermitt-wild-horses)

A new agreement was drafted with the Tribes and signed in July and August of 2014 by 
tribal and federal authorities from all jurisdictions in the proposed project area. The 
agreement was made available as “Appendix A” of the scoping letter. Criteria for the 
proposed cooperative is outlined in the agreement including monitoring, safeguards 
during removal, inspection of captured horses, ownership verification and transfer.
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                                               Map of the Owyhee Complex

Little Owyhee (BLM)

The agreement notes the closest population of federally protected (BLM jurisdiction) 
wild horses to the proposed tribal removal plan is the Little Owyhee Herd Management 
Area (HMA). The Little Owyhee is part of a “complex” of HMAʼs called the “Owyhee 
Complex.”

In October of 2012 the BLM created a “Final Environmental Assessment” (EA) for the 
the Owyhee Complex. Removals of wild horses from the complex are addressed in this 
document for a ten year period. The EA covers the complex and the “off HMA” area 
surrounding the complex, including the BLM land under discussion in the proposed 
project area from the McDermitt/FS/BLM “cooperative.”

The Wild Free Roaming Horses and Burros Act (WFRHBA), 16 U.S.C. 1331, Section 2 
(b) defines federally protected horses as: "wild free-roaming horses and burros" means 
all unbranded and unclaimed horses and burros on public lands of the United States.

The proposed project makes assertion that unbranded horses removed from BLM land 
outside the boundary of the Little Owyhee HMA (yet on BLM lands covered under the 
ten year EA finalized in 2012) can be distinguished from tribal horses. These assertions 
range from claims that truly “wild” horses flee approaching vehicles to claims that tribal 
horses have characteristics of quarter horse, thoroughbred and draft. 
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The wild horses of the Little Owyhee are defined by the BLM as descendants of “ranch 
stock.” The American Quarter horse is the most popular breed in the nation as a 
dominant influence on “ranch stock.” Ranchers in the area of the Owyhee Complex did 
turn out thoroughbred and draft breeds.

Additional notation about the Little Owyee wild horses comes from the National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS) in a 400 page report released in 2013. The NAS report 
notes genetic sampling of wild horses captured from the Little Owyhee demonstrated 
diversity values below the mean of wild horses managed by the BLM. (A Way Forward, 
Natʼl Academies of Sciences, 180).

In analysis for prior legal actions against the Owyhee Complex EA in 2012 it was 
discovered that there is a significant lack of data on movement between the HMAʼs of 
the Complex and outside the HMAʼs.

No additional data is currently available on movement (increase, decrease) due to 
existing drought (as indicated by the National Drought Monitor as being severe to 
extreme over the course of the last three years).

Domestic Livestock Use on BLM land associated with Little Owyhee

Domestic livestock use in Little Owyhee is extensive.  Two livestock operators run cattle 
on the Little Owyhee Allotment with a total authorized grazing preference of 27,800 
AUMs (23,700 and 4,100 AUMs respectively) with 79% of the Little Owyhee allotment 
located within the HMA. 

A portion of the Little Owyhee grazing allotment exists within the proposed project area.

Greater Sage Grouse

The Greater Sage Grouse is currently undergoing multiple planning documents 
associated with the potential listing under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). 

BLM lands currently in the proposed project area include current sage grouse habitat. 
No analysis of impacts to sage grouse habitat on BLM land are included in the proposed 
action.
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                      Horses and cattle on Forest Service administered lands

Observation Notes:

On April 3, 2015 Laura Leigh of Wild Horse Education accompanied representatives 
from USFS and BLM as they conducted a ground inventory. Route included Tribal, FS 
and BLM administered lands. Travel most extensive within BLM administered lands 
from Mahogany Creek south toward Calico Springs and east to Calico Butte. 

Horses on reservation land, and FS land near the tribal border, were primarily 
undisturbed by vehicles. All horses noted on BLM land showed some form of 
disturbance. Only one group of 7 was approached to within two miles. The group had 
one mare that bore a hip brand. The band fled and continued to flee, with newborn in 
tow, until out of sight. A group of 35-40 within 3-5 miles of vehicle travel immediately 
vacated the area.

When questioned if the identification of one branded mare in the band (Mahogany 
Creek) would have the entire band removed, the response was terse. I was informed 
that the tribe does not brand all of the horses and that band was “tribal.” I responded 
that the behavior of that band indicated that a wild stallion picked up a tribal mare (if I 
utilized the criteria outlined in the proposed plan). My concern was dismissed.
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                      Inventory Flight Map of proposed area from December 2013

I was told that 120 horses had been observed (during flight) on the BLM land with only 
30 of them being identified as “mustangs.” An assertion followed that the “mustangs” 
were staying within 5 miles of the HMA, an invisible “boundary line” on the ground.

The project area on BLM land is approximately 108 square miles. Nearly half of which is 
within the 5 mile assertion where “30” mustangs purportedly reside.

Water and forage was noted in sufficient amount to support population of horses noted. 
Emergency conditions do not exist.

Band immediately went on alert near Mahogany Creek. One branded mare in band.
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Recommendations

Criteria for management of BLM administered lands is significantly distinguishable from 
both tribal land and FS land where no Wild Horse Territory (WHT) exists. Management 
of the Owyhee Complex wild horses was approved in 2012 under the standing NEPA 
record.

We strongly urge the BLM to withdraw from the proposed project regarding removal of  
“unauthorized” horses. 

Any removal of horses that meet the definition in 16 U.S.C. 1331, Section 2 (b), of “wild 
horse” must be completed under independent analysis. Any horses meeting this criteria 
that are removed from public land would be required under law to be processed by BLM 
and maintain legal status as “wild horse” until adopted or sold. Any branded horses 
removed during a BLM operation in this area should be returned under standard 
protocol for any domestics captured during such operations.

Witnessed in practice the criteria is woefully inadequate to create a accurate 
determination of “domestic” during operations. Only branded animals can be 
accurately identified as domestic.

To engage in this proposed project where horses that meet the definition in the WFRHB 
are turned over to private entities and (at this time) are scheduled to go through private 
sale to a “kill buyer,” is likely a violation of law.

If the removal of horses from BLM areas is “priority,” the BLM Vale and Winnemucca 
districts can create a separate analysis coordinate scheduling to coincide with the FS/
Tribal timetable of August 2015 is possible. Unbranded horses would enter into the BLM 
system and retain “wild” status under law until adopted or sold.

Significant effort must be made to extinguish the cycle of willful trespass that repeatedly 
places federally protected wild horses at risk.

(note: Due to time constraints created by FS/BLM scheduling issues report will be submitted in draft form. 
In depth background details omitted.)
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